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oliitf,:lnn cnd extensional basinal seciirr.!.ents and Eocene shallovl self ca.rbon-
ates are mainly covered by Oligocene clays, Pleistocene- Holocene slope sediments in the 
R6zsadomb area. Eocene carbonates are the host rocks of the extended (2.5 km) cave 
system, \vhich passages are tectonically controlled. T'he fractures and joints of 
the three major tectonic phases vvere enlarged ascending thermal '\:vaters in the Plio
Pleistocene period. The preS€TIce of near surfacE ceve passages raises special problerTIs: 
hazards of ca>/e collapse, especiaHy when the cover beds are fractured Eocene marls; pollu
tion of karst and related thermal \vater system from failure of seVler system or cesspits via 
fissures and cave passages, Damages in built environment are mainly related to landslides 
of the soaked clayey slope sediments, since in the deeper zones the 'solid' carbonate rocks 
are stable. The major trigger mechanism of the landslides is the precipitation combined 
with slope instability (human activity), To reduce the risk of landslides, damages and 
contaminations the reconstruction and extension of sewer system; the stricter regulations 
of human impa.ct (control of tovlnplanning regulctions); the extension of protection zones 
and the exploration of the unkno>.'lU cave system would be necessary. 

J( eywords: engineering geology. petrophysics, 
cave system. 
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Introduction 

Budapest is often called as the city of spas, bathes and caves. This spe
cial geological and hydro geological setting determined the development of 
the city from the Roman times onward. Furthermore this unique her
itage raises special problems and has become the cornerstone of geologi
cal research (SZABO, 1858, SCHRETER, 1919, JASKO, 1936, Kov.A.cS and 
MtLLER, 1980, SZENTIR:V1AI et al., 1986, SZORENYI, 1986, KRAUS, 1982, 
1990, FORD and TAK.A.cs-BoLNER, 1991, NADOR, 1992). R6zsadomb 
area is one of the most favourable and valuable building areas of Budapest 

I The research was completed in the framework of PHARE 134/2 project, with the manage
ment of Hnos Tardy, the Vice Secretary of State. :Viinistry of Environment and Regional 
Policy. 
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with an extended cave system of 25 km in length underneath. Due to the 
increased building activity slope failures, landslides and cave collapses be
came more frequent endangering the natural and built environment. This 
paper outlines the geological conditions of the region emphasizing the im
portance of classical geological, engineering geological, structural geologi
cal and petrophysical studies in the prediction of hazards and in the pro
tection of natural and human environment. 

1. Research Methods 

In the first phase of the research the documentations of former drillings, 
reports as well as laboratory analyses were collected. The geological map
ping, profiling and sample collection formed the major of the field studies. 
Topographic maps and aerial photomosaic maps were used in the map
ping as well as in the assessment of anthropogenic-geomorphological inter
actions and in the evaluation vegetation cover versus built in areas. The 
subsurface geobg-y was studied in caves and in the form of core materials 
of current drillings. 

The sampies were described in petrological, sedimentological and mi
crotectonical point of view. The mineralogical analyses of samples in
cluded XRD (X-ray diffractometry) and thermal analyses (Derivatograph) 
(161 samples). For petrological, microfacies and carbonate diagenesis stud
ies 192 thin sections were prepared. The data evaluation of the 896 tec
tonic measurements included compilation of stereograms and rose-diagrams 
{"'U "Ullie the orientation of different structures (fissures and faults), tectonic 
features en-echelon stress 
fault displacements and strikes of joints and faults, respectively). 

Petrophysical tests were carried out according to standards of building 
stone materials. Furthermore sampling methods and sample groups were 
also chosen conform to these standards. The core, the outcrop and cave 
samples (727 samples) were analyzed for the determination of mass distri
bution and water content, rebound, longitudinal ultrasonic velocity, com
pression strength, petrophysical modulus of elasticity, Poisson ratio, ten
sile strength, rheology and creep, colour of the rock types. Joint pattern 
analysis of 620 m core was described by using of the IAEG (1981) joint sys
tematization (Polyhedral blocks, Po ratio; Tabular blocks, Ta; Prismatic 
blocks, Pr; Equidimensional blocks, Eq; Rhomboidal blocks, Rh type). 
RQD (Rock Quality Designation) values of rock bodies were also measured. 
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o 190 km 
~ 

1. of the st udy area in 

The area, so-called IS 10 
the middle and eastern of the Buda Mountains 

~ljmllaI:1y to the Buda Ivlountains, the central massif of the investi-
area is also built up of karstified Triassic and Eocene rocks 

1977). The major part is covered vegetation, or urbanized areas. The 
" t . t.t. . 1 • h J:' "5 1 (P" "1 nve mos· lmpor anG caves m a total lengt __ OJ. aoout L, ~\.m _ aI-vo_gy, 
Ma,tyas-hegy, and J6zsef-hegy caves) are found 
on the area (Fig. 2). 

3. 

3.1. Late Triassic 

Hauptdolomii (Main Dolomite) Formation. 

Surface outcrops of Hauptdolomit are found at isolated cliffs, which are 
mainly parts of natural conservation areas, therefore they are subordinate 
in terms of engineering geology. 

The Hauptdolomit Formation is partly covered by Matyashegy For
mation and they are partly interfingering (Fig. 3). It is a white, at some 
places yellowish, grey, micritic, microsparitic dolomite. The original bed
ding is hardly visible. In some places on the surface reddish and yellowish 
clayey, laminated intercalations are present. Autoclastic clast supported 
breccias are also common. 
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MATYAS-HEGY CAVE 

pAL-VOLGY CAVE 

SZEMLO-HEGY CAVE 

The 0:1 R6zsadomb and their plan 

a result of dolomitization and later therrrlal alteration. 
microoncoidic and laminated 

h "'.,..", hr visible. 
irLti;rcry"t,:wlule ]:)OrCisltv of the m.lCntH~, rmcI'o,3pal:li;lC dolomite is sub-

ordinate. Micro fract~tlre brecciated ZOlles and the fl}rdrc)tJaE;n:n,ally 

altered Di.llve:rizc;G zones determine basl(~ajJy the DCirosit;y of tIle formation. 

Formation 

The rocks of Matya.shegy Formation occur lil small m quar
ries natural preservation area), in caves (Erd8hat-ut cave, I\,fatyas-hegy 
caNe, J6zsef-hegy cave, Kis-Hideglyuk cave) and in borehole Verhalom ter 
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Table 1 
Petrophysical material characteristics of the rock types (data in V%, pure density Mg/ m3

) 

Sample Apparent Clay Quartz+ Pirite+ Calcite Dolomite Organic Specific 

group porosity minerals Plagioclase limonite materials density 

FRESH WATER LIMESTONE 

Jh-1 3.45 100 2.750 

Kp-1/1 19.58 24.1 18.2 1.6 53.3 2.30 0.4 2.698 
L-VII/3 15.43 37.0 21.5 2.6 34.2 3.00 1.8 2.68 

BUDAMARL 

Vh-1/1 7.53 11.9 13.2 73.3 1.7 2.691 

L-VII/4 10.52 26.0 18.3 0.6 55.0 0.2 2.681 
L-VII/5 10.77 26.7 17.7 1.0 53.0 1.6 2.689 
L-VII/6 10.05 14.1 18.9 0.6 64.1 2.4 2.698 
Kp-1/2 14.04 26.5 18.1 0.8 52.1 2.6 2.687 
Fh-1 11.38 17.6 3.8 78.6 2.688 
Fh-2 9.36 12.4 3.1 84.5 2.695 
Fh-3 11.38 16.2 4.0 79.8 2.690 
Mh-4 14.16 

SZEPVOLGY LIMESTONE 

Vh-l/2 5.62 4.5 8.1 83.6 3.8 2.705 
Vh-1/3 3.71 1.1 5.6 93.4 0.706 
L-VII/7 7.90 22.4 21.5 9 52.9 2.3 2.691 
L-VII/9 3.60 
Mh-2 3.88 
Mh-3 8.92 

MATyASHEGY FORMATION 

Vh-1/5 1.83 5.2 7.2 0.3 85.5 1.90 780 
Vh-1/6 2.37 4.7 8.2 0.8 85.6 0.70 2.714 
Mh-1 2.55 

KOSSEN 

Vh-1/7 5.55 12.1 13.0 0.5 39.2 35.2 2.745 
Vh-1/8 8.23 25.3 16.5 1.2 54.8 2.1 2.738 
Vh-1/9 5.24 3.5 7.1 0.1 61.0 28.3 2.742 
Vh-l/10 6.83 7.3 25.3 0.7 6.1 60.6 2.785 
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Table 2 
Mass distribution parameters of the rock types 

Ultrasonic sound Duroskop's 
Sample Apparent density Water Water velocity rebound ratio 
group air dry saturated content absorption air dry saturated air dry saturated 

(kg/m3
) (kg/m3

) (V%) (V%) (km/s) (km/s) 

FRESH WATER LIMESTONE 

Jh-1 2498 2524 0.36 3.09 5.808 6.025 40.3 45.3 

TARD 

Kp-1/1 2219 2232 1.29 18.29 2.300 1.789 22.3 27.3 
L-VH/3 2343 2362 1.88 13.55 2.5.52 2.388 27.6 17.1 

BUDA MARL 

Vh-l/1 2440 2509 0.67 6.89 4.177 4.303 33.6 36.1 
L-VII/4 2436 2533 0.78 9.74 4.312 4.251 38.6 35.4 
L-VII/5 2409 2508 0.91 9.86 4.294 4.186 35.4 38.8 
L-VII/6 2409 2502 0.74 9.31 4.293 4.141 39.7 44.4 
Kp-l/2 2322 2457 0.51 13.53 3.544 3.110 30.2 29.9 
Fh-1 2406 2497 2.28 9.10 3.973 4.093 33.2 33.8 
Fh-2 2453 2526 2.11 7.25 3.356 3.800 31.2 31.6 
Fh-3 2434 2519 2.83 8.55 2.734 3.366 20.0 23.3 
Mh-4 2237 2366 1.31 12.85 3.465 3.139 25.4 24.1 

SZEPVOLGY LIMESTONE 

Vh-l/2 2521 2573 0.42 5.20 5.435 5.450 38.2 42.3 
Vh-1/3 2567 2601 0.16 3.45 6.181 6.244 42.4 50.1 
L-VII/7 2466 2540 0.51 7.39 4.791 4.705 38.6 45.5 
L-VII/9 2595 2626 0.45 3.15 5.913 5.771 44.6 45.2 
Mh-2 2587 2621 0.46 3.42 5.708 5.685 41.4 48.8 
Mh-3 2416 2499 0.66 8.26 4.404 4.359 33.7 38.4 

MATYASHEGY FORMATION 

Vh-l/5 2651 2665 0.46 1.37 5.608 6.021 43.1 51.6 
Vh-l/6 2624 2643 0.44 1.93 5.864 6.076 44.8 51.6 
Mh-l 2632 2651 0.66 1.89 5.452 5.670 43.1 47.8 

KOSSEN FORMATION 

Vh-l/7 2566 2615 0.70 4.85 5.214 5.418 45.4 50.7 
Vh-1/8 2513 2586 0.94 7.29 4.786 4.921 42.0 46.6 
Vh-1/9 2561 2608 0.53 4.71 5.390 5.494 44.7 52.2 
Vh-l/10 2595 2653 0.42 5.81 .5.493 5.548 44.7 51.5 
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Table 3 
Strength parameters of the rock types 

Compressive strength Tensile strength Young's modulus Poisson's ratio 

Sampie air dry saturated air dry saturated air dry saturated an dry saturated 

group (:VIPa) (:VIPal (lIIPa) (lIIPa) (GPa) (GPa) 

FRESH WATER LIlIIESTONE 

Jh-1 48 . .5.5 30.8 -1.·52 -1.31 24.84 19.61 0.202 0.246 

TARD CLAY 

Kp-l/1 :30 . .5 9.9 2.77 0.39 3.8 0.6 0.17 0.33 

L-Vllj3 27.3 1:3.2 2.89 0.1:3 4.6 3.1 0.10 0.4:3 

BUDA MARL 

-57.6 46.-1 5.66 1 Iq 
~ •• l') 15.8 n6 0.2:3 0.27 

66.1 47.1 ·5.26 :3.30 20.0 1.5.6 0.2.5 0.21 

61.'1 10., -5.20 :3.1-1 le.O 14. ! 0.2:3 D.29 

-5,., -b2A 6.·10 :3.06 18.1 i.5.9 0.21 0.26 

·Hi.9 24.6 :3.99 1.96 1Ll .5.9 0.22 0.:32 

63.3 :36.:3 5.27 2.64 15.2 ifU 0.:38 

Fh-2 08.8 :30.0 6.79 2.78 10.:) I .~J 

Fh-3 3.5.·5 1:3.C) ·1.11 ].·50 4.2 2.40 0.:32 o .).1 

Mh-4 :30.9 16.9 :3.08 1.:.)5 8.99 5.:)0 

LI:YlESTONE 

7-5.1 66.9 0.13 ·1.}0 2S1.9 28.1 0.20 D.2>; 

95.1 91.0 6.0:': 5.0·l 45.'! ·1-~.0 0.29 0.29 

f5·S.l 0.5(5 5.21 2G.2 19.6 0.20 D.22 

98.5 91.6 -5.5 u.-t2 :3::\'-1 :J7.,l D.22 D.20 

159. 141.·1 /.' ')1' \J._\) 1.,1:2 ·12.2 ·HU D.24 0.:32 
{j9.:3 ~!:3.:2 5.51 ·1.62 2D.6 17.·l O.:':i tU1 

111.5.0 0.29 

74.f 91.2 6.St:1 i.55 :3:1. I ciD.·! 0.:51 (U:) 

98.:3 74.G 9..1,1 5.0i :32.4 28.0 D.Hi D.28 

FOR\I:\TlO\ 

6·5.2 ~1.:3 5.44 5.57 2<:).:5 2::5.1 D.2 o .)q 
, . .).) 

.lOA 33.1 5.2·5 2.13 26.5 ];),:3 0.28 0.:36 

74.8 .50.4 0.:31 :L~53 34.1 0.25 0.25 
on 0 
00.0 .59.7 7.10 ·1.36 :3i.9 :31.:3 0.28 o 'r .~:) 
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(Vh-1) (Fig. 4). This pale brown limestone is well stratified. The tex
ture is micrltic mudstone (wackestone y. It occasionally recrystallized to 
microsparite. The fauna is mainly composed of pelagic, recrystallized bio
clasts as radiolarians, furthermore it contains echinoderms, forams and 08-

tracods. Disseminated pyrite occurs. The silica occurs in the rock as a 
form of both chert pebbles, angular clasts (max. 30 cm in diameter) 
silicified zones. The predominantly dolomitic type has a microsparitic tex
ture due to the progressive dolomitization. Bioclasts are partly recryst2J
lized, and only 2 few echinoid fr2gments and relict micritic peloids can be 
observed in the thin sections. 

The porosity is very reduced (based on w2ter absorption it is betwee:1 
1.4-2.5%). In altered zones and along unfilled fractures 
the can e:>cceed this. But this 
related to tectonics and the sup<:nmpC}SE;Q karstification. 

'I'able 
Rheologic2.l petrophysical material characteristics 

Basic-deformation R,heological constant (r \ ., 
Rock type air dry saturated alr ~aturated 

£0 L '7("0 lib 

Fresh \vater limestone 0.018 0.0.55 1.2.5 2.57 

Buda Marl 0.060 0.266 4.40 3.4·5 

Szepvolgy Limestone 0.0.56 0.0·52 2.22 2.12 

;'vl<ltyasbegy FOrlTIfttion 0.014 0.033 1.70 1.2.1 
Kossen Formation O.Ogg 0.113 2.0·5 :3.97 

The petrophysical properties of the rock are shown on Table 1-5. 
The apparent density and ultrasound velocity of this rock do not show 
significant increase with depth. Its properties correlate well with the other 
Triassic compact limestones (Fig. 5). It has a Po and Rh jointing system 
near to the surface and in deeper zones, respectively. Distances of jointing 
surfaces are varied between 10-15 'cm, while RQD value is 65-75. 

'K ossen' Formation 

There is no currently exposed outcrop of the formation in the Buda Moun
tains, but borehole Verhalom ter Vh-1 explored it (Fig. 4). The upper 
part of the core material represents a slope debris with platform derived 
limestone clasts. Meanwhile the major rock type is a dark grey lami
nated mudstone/wackestone, which is rich in organic matter and contains 
pelagic microfossils (radiolarians) and some plant remnants. Larger bio
clasts are found in intercalations. The graded, intraclast bioclast pack
stone/fioatstone microfacies of these light grey intercalations are markedly 
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Fig. 5. The relation of compressive strength to water absorption and compressive 
strength versus tensile strength (11atyashegy Formatior~~ 'Kossen' Formation) 

different form the mud supported ones of the host rock, Le they are rede
posited ones. The lower part of the section becomes progressively dolomi
tized downward. Synsedimentary tectonic features as extensional micro
faults, and sediment filled dykes are very common (Fig. 6). 

The porosity (4.0-7.3 V%) is related to the lamination of the rock. 
The lower, dolomitic part shows an increased porosity due to dolomitization 
and brecciation. In this zone open or dolomite powder filled fractures are 
frequent, therefore the rock does not behave as an aquiclude. 

Petrophysical properties are shown on Tables 1-5. The rocks of Ma
tyashegy Formation and 'Kossen' Formation are very sensitive to the influ
ence of water. The compact limestones with saturation lose their compres
sive strength very rapidly. It can already be recognized even in the case of 
minimal saturation, which exceeds 1 V%. The measure of decrease may be 
quite the same in both, air-dry and water-saturated petrophysical states 
(Fig. 5). 

The fact that the water saturation causes the proportional deteriora
tion of strength properties is shown at the Fig. 5 presenting the connection 
between tensile and compressive strengths. 

Its joint system is of Po type and the distance of the jointing surfaces 
is about 15 cm, while RQD value is between 50-75. 
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Fig. 6. Microfault v/hich is partly filled with sparitic calcite in laminated microbio
clastic wackestone (thin section photograph, Upper Triassic, Vh-l borehole, 
137.8 m, +N) 

3.2. Eocene 

Basal Conglomemie, Basal T1'ias.sic-Eocenc Contact 

cCilllgl()Dlerate afld breccia can be round in the surroundings 
e):pl:lS1ed III (Verhalom ter Vh-1 and 

Lukacs-fiirdo 
inantly of local limestone and chert), with sub-
ordinate extraclasts (altered volcanites, quartzite) (FODOR and 
1989) (see 3). It contains large blocks of the Szepvolgy Limestone oc
casionally. The Basal Conglomerate in Verhalom ter (Vh-1) borehole is 
well cemented micrite. Its porosity is 2.5 V% based on water absorption 
and water content. On the surface breccias, which Triassic strata, 
have more significant porosity. 

;:;~;ej7vol,a'IJ Lime.stone Formation 

Its outcrops are found in tectonically elevated blocks, which were quarried 
in several places in the past decades. It forms stable rocky surroundings 
fOT foundation and structural construction. It was also recovered by several 
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1/£g. 7. \Vell cernented l)iscocyclina-:\urnrl1ulites Hoalstone n~icrofacies of Eocene Szep-
Lirnestone 

boreholes (see Pig. This is the major host rock of the extended cave 
system (see Fig. 2 and Fig. 3). 

The limestone is light grey or yellow if altered. It is thick bedded 
and its main components are forams (Nummulites, Discocyclina) (Fig. !) 
and corallinacea algae, bryozoans and echinoids and their sand sized frag
ments. Planctonic fossils (globigerinids and radiolarians) are less iH;qllel:lt. 
The microfacies analysis well documented the deepening upward charac
ter of the formation, showmg a transition from shallO\ver microfacies 
(Corallinacea, Nummulites, Discocyclina, echinodermata packstone, coral 
boundstone and echinodermata grainstone-packstone) toward the deeper 
facies zones of (Discocyclina, Nummulites fioatstone-wackestone). The lat
ter one clearly indicate the redepositional processes. Synsedimentary listric 
faults were recognized in Pal-volgy cave (N-S). 

The present porosity of the different Eocene limestones is inverse to 
that of the depositional one. Namely the well sorted calcarenites had a 
larger depositional pore size, than the foraminifera fioatstones, but as a re
sult of cementation and infilling of inter-granular pores the original poros
ity pattern was changed. The greater porosity of micrite supported rocks 
is related to clayey solutional s.urfaces resulting 7 % porosity, which is well 
over the 3-5 % of the cemented calcarenites. Porosity of the altered spongy 
rocks found on the cave walls, may increase significantly (12-33 V%). 
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The petrophysical properties of the rock are shown on Table 1-5. 
The surface-near variations of this limestone show a lower apparent den
sity. With increasing overburden these values are in the range of compact 
limestones. Variation of apparent density and ultrasound velocity may be 
observed depending on the depth (Fig. 8). The compact limestones from 
30 m depth have already an apparent density of 2.6 Mg/m3. 

L-VTI. SILTY CLAY MARL 
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Fig. 8. The apparent density and ultrasonic sound velocity as a function of depth, Tard 
Clay and Szepvolgy Limestone 

The saturation water-content of the rock is high enough in com-
parison to other similar limestones, perhaps due to the cemented bioclasts 
of various sizes. With decreasing saturation primL,' Jy the strength param
eters measured in a water-saturated state increase. Fig. 9 shows the inter
dependence of compressive strength and saturation water-content, proving, 
that the of rock types with low saturation capacity 
may be influenced vlater. The betvit~J;en COlTI-

pressive and tensile strength shows only in a water-saturated state; an Ull

ambiguous regression. An increasing compressive strength results an irn
portant increase of the tensile strength (Fig. 9), too. 

Jointing system near to the surface and fault zones is of Po type, while 
in the subsurface zones it is Rh type. Average distances of jointing surfaceS 
are 1.:5-20 cm. RQD value is between 5-50, depending on the fracturation. 
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Fig. 9. Compressive stTength as a function of \vaier ab::'orption (to The and COffi-

pressive strength versus tensile (to the right) iSzepvolgy Limestone) 

3.3. Eocene-Oligocene 

Buda 1v1 art Formation 

The formation covers the greatest part or the R6zsadomb area (see Fig. 3). 
It is exposed by caves and boreholes as well (see Fig. 4). The rocks are 
yellow on the surface, and grey in the cores. It is well bedded. It con
tains variable amount of clay (10-30%) and carbonate (50-80%) material 
and a small amount of angular quartz grains. Intercalations of thin often 
graded siliciclastic layers and volcanic sands occur. Calcareous turbidite 
beds with redeposited bioclasts of shallower water origin are common. The 
Globigerina wackestone microfacies represents an open and deeper outer 
shelf formation (K..\ZMER, 1985) while the Bryozoan packstone-fioatstone 
(Fig. 10) indicates a shallower outer shelf environment with frequent tur
bidite events. Slumps are also relatively frequent in the sequences (see Kp-
1 borehole 44.0-45.7 m in Fig. 4). 

Its porosity is higher than that of the limestone with values ranging 
between 8-13 V%. This recent porosity is related to bedding p2~I'allel so
lution seams and intercalations. Meanwhile the significant permeability is 
merely attributable to the open fractures, which were observable both in 
the surface outcrops and in the caves. The altered marls of caves and bore-
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Fig. i O. biodasts in Bryozoan wackestone. ;\ote the presence of quartz 

holes 

grains and pyrite (thin sectior, photogrcLph, Buda ~ilarl, L-VII 97.3 m, 

5 +-------+---,L-
/ 0 

/0 

i~{)m.pl·essl':e s',reiIlg;tl1 as a function of VlcLter ae,sol'ptic'Il and cOD1pressive str·en.gt11 
versus tensile SU'ength (Buda 

also demonstrate a major increase in porosity Slml-
to altered linlestones. 
Petrophysical parameters of the rock are shown on Tables 1-5. 
The apparent density is depending on the clay content of the matrix 

and the frequency of bioclasts. Thus it appears to be less dependent on 
depth, but the differences following the stratification are observable. The 

of pore sizes causes a low density, appearing also in the 
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modest values of the ultrasonic sound velocity. With the increase of water 
absorption the strength properties become worse, which is well documented 
by the increase of compressive strength with decreasing water absorption 
(Fig. 11). . 

The rock types of the Buda IVlarl are very sensitive to water. The 
function shown at Fig. 11 represents well that for tensile and compressive 
strength the behaviour-marking points take separate fields for air-dry and 
for water-saturated specimens. 

The surface-close, altered layers of the Buda Mad can be represented 
by soil physical parameters, in an engineering geological evaluation. The 
identification parameters of the yellow, altered, argillaceous, debrlS- bE:aI~lIlg 

mad are: 

liquid limit (%) 
plast~c index (%) 
index of consistency 
void ratio 

strength parameters: 

compressibility modulus 
coefficient of friction (tg<J?) 
cohesion (kPa) 

2050±l07 
58.6±10.5 
31.3±8.1 
1.25±O.17 
O.62±O.18 

13.3±7.7 
O.328±O.l07 
1l1.1±56.2 

Jointing system of the surface-close Buda 1\;1arl is of while in the 
cores it is of Eq type. Distances of discontinuity surfaces are 5 and 10 cm. 

Its good natural stability decreases, when it is contacted with water. 
Rheological investigations showed a very slow creep. Foundation pits and 
deep garages often expose it. Previously it was quarried, the more solid 
beds are still used in the area. 

Oligocene Clays (Tard and Kiscell Clay) 

In the elevated zones it only occurs in smaller patches on the surface 
and covers larger areas in morphologically deeper valleys. Tard Clay evolves 
from the underlying mad with the gradual decrease in carbonate content. 
Typically it is a grey and rhythmically laminated clay. Synsedimentary 
slump structures are common .. The rock is rich in organic matter and in 
pyrite. 

These clays are generally considered to be significant aquicludes. How
ever in some outcrops it contained micro fractures, perpendicular to the 
lamination. These may have served as minor conduits. They become im
portantly plastic through water absorption. The surface-near layers of the 
rock type show a less important apparent density. This density increases 
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with depth in a very important manner to the limit state, equal to the com
pactness, which is adequate to the self-weight loading. This change may 
be followed through the changes of ultrasonic sound velocity, too (Fig. 8). 

The surface-close, altered types of the Oligocene clay may be eval
uated by soil physical parameters. The identification parameters of the 
yellowish-grey clayey type are: 

apparent density (kgjm3
) 

liquid limit (%) 
plastic index (%) 
index of consistency 
void ratio 

strength parameters: 

2020±100 
58.3±8.6 
32.5±7.2 
1.17±0.12 
0.66±0.1l 

modulus of compressibility (MPa) 
coefficient of friction (tgip) 
cohesion (kPa) 

12.5±4.0 
0.321±0.107 
132.6±64.6 

Tard and Kiscell Clays were quarried from the mid 1800's at several sites, 
which changed the natural environment in the area. Carrying capacity and 
stability of the clayey marls and clays are good in natural conditions, but 
they are sensitive to water. -When they are soaking wet, they are movement 
prone. 

3.4. QuaiernaTY 

FTeshwaie7' Limestone 

It occurs in small isolated patches and serves as an important indica
tor of ascending thermal springs and related cave occurrences 
1986). They are found in three morphological levels (90-100, 160-190 and 
200-230 m asl.) representing the uplift of the region and the related down
ward shift of thermal springs. The limestone is a greyish yellow, \veIl ce
mented macroporous type. In the bedded types, the pores are parallel with 
the stratification. The pores are only partly filled by yellowish micrite or 
sparitic calcite, they are mostly open. 

Petrophysical properties of the rock are shown on Tables 1-4. The 
massive types were quarried in the past and the part of the blocks were 
removed or dissected. At R6kus Hill the blocks slid down on the slope, 
where the underlying clay has soaked. Nowadays the dissected blocks rather 
impede building earthworks, than form stable basements. Travertines have 
an important role in the prediction of unknown cave passages. 
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Fig. 12. Atectonically folded blocks of Eocene Buda Ivlarl due to Pleistocene frost induced 
creeping 

.... \ .. . . . 
. , 

e 
Fig. 13. Correlation of compressibility modulus (M) and void ratio (e) (Pleistocene

Holocene clay) 

Clay, Clay with Marl and Limestone Debris (Regolith) 

The largest part of the differentiated surface is covered by clays of differ
ent origin, marls, clays with slope debris or silt (regolith) of Pleistocene
Holocene period. They are generally 0.5-2 m thick (rarely 10 m), yellow or 
brownish yellow layers. They are considered to be the altered, loose weath
ered products of Buda Marl on the western slopes or Kiscell and Tard Clay 
on southern and eastern slopes of R6zsadomb and can be treated as soils 
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in the engineering practice. Presence of atectonically folded and displaced 
blocks of mad of variable size is common (Fig. 12). As a result of the tun
dra frost slow creeping characterizes the area (KRIV AN, 1986). This, espe
cially on the western part, where the bedrock is impermeable clay, causes 
stability problems in buildings. The clay content and its composition is 
very variable therefore its mechanical properties also vary: 

compressibility modulus (MPa) 
coefficient of friction (tgCf?) 
cohesion (kPa) 

12.0±4.8 
O.348±O.1l9 

81.2±58.2 

The variation of the modulus of compression takes a very large inter
val, but shows well that the more compact, more consolidated variations 
are susceptible to a less important settlement (Fig. 13). 

The near surface layers of Buda Marl, Tard and Kiscell Clay often be
come loose as a result of freezing and dissolution, and it is difficult to dif
ferentiate them from the unaltered bedrocks. Nevertheless it would be im
portant in solving engineering geological problems, because these hetero
geneous layers, which have already lost their original structure and stabil
ity are prone to movements, sensitive to water and often serve as the base 
levels of foundations. It frequently contains laminated marly detritus, but 
m 3 size blocks may also occur. Besides its heterogeneous structure, water 
sensitivity can cause problems. 

Loess, Loess with Slope Debris 

present this 3 to 5 m thick wind-blown sedimeH'. is rarely exposed on 
the area because of the common building cover. It may overlie Buda 
Kiscell Clay and travertines as well. It does not possess the original, macro
porous texture, but it is usually atypical since it is clayey and contains marl 
clasts a~s well as other its vertical is 
still good. When the u[lQ(:;rlYl'ng 

Terrace GTavel 

r 
ua.H~'C"VUl~IorOC.~UL~lCY, 

The loviermost terrace of Danube (terrace I) is an elevated zone of the 
present flood plain. This is a wide area on Pest side, and can also be well 
recognized on the foothills at Buda side. Due to urbanization this level was 
filled up with debris and levelled. On the area this urban landfill forms 
an elevated zone in a thickness of a few metres. These coarse sands and 
gravels of fluvial origin are important aquifers. 
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Anthropogenic Landfill 

At the ea.stern and south-southeastern foot of the R6zsadomb large territo
ries are found, where the thickness of the human landfill exceeds 2 metres. 
In Melocco quarry the landfill is much thicker (5-10 metres) and composed 
of clay and detritus of building materials and slag. The highly 
neous landfill, concerning its porosity, solidity and thickness, causes prob
lems in civil vlOrks. It can also cause environmental contami-
HC''''V"l, because the PC)i1utlng materials may spread Q';ler the grollno. '"t}la-

ter and karst v/ater SVst(";IIl. 

the 

The oldest tectonic Buda Mountains is the Late Triassic <:;vn c:prl1_ 

mentary e}ctensional w"'hich ,vas first recorded here in the basin sed
iments of Verhalom ter (Vh-l) cores (see Fig. 6). This VJaS follOWed 

the folding of Triassic cherty limestones and dolomites. These folds can 
be by a Middle Cretaceous deformation. 

In the geomorphologically elevated Ferenc Hill displacement zone 
(Balogh Cliffs, Ferenc Hill, Szeml& Hill) the Tria.ssic carbonates and Eocene 
limestone were laterally displaced relatiVe to each other. 

The directions of Eocene carbonates are variable. Their general 
dip is to the SE but on the basis of different dip directions several synclines 
and anticlineS with NE-SW directed axes can be detected. The angle of 
the dip varies between 6° and 40°-60°. 

Besides the recorded synsedimentary folds in the cores further folded 
beds have not been found neither in the Szepvolgy Limestone nor in the 
Buda Mad. Complex and variable dip directions are characteristic features 
of the displacement zones. 

The microtectonic measurements of the outcrops and caves have shown 
that multiphase faults, dextral and sinistral strike-slips, reverse faults and 
low-angle faults are detectable on the area. The structural elements of the 
five major caves are shown on a series of maps, see one example on Fig. 14. 

Significant jointing, fractures, fissures generally have steep dips and 
haVe an important role in cave collapse and also may be dangerous for 
buildings. Thus structural properties have an important role in engineering 
geological questions. 

The frequent rejuvenation of faults and the often controversial dis
placements are evidenced from the different orientations and superimposed 
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lineations on the same fault plane (Kis-Hideglyuk cave, Matyas-hegy cave, 
J6zsef-hegy cave). 

In Kis-Hideglyuk cave a dextral slickenside was overgrown by calcite 
on a fault plane on which an oblique sinistral slickenside was observed. 
The calculated compression of the later lineations 1S 

contrary to that of the dextral one, i.e. it refers to a younger, second 
displacement. karstic infilling of fissure H~.'H'00 
and the siliceous zones ";,,,..,;h, that all the fractures became open, i.e. the 
deformation stress field charlged in that time. 

In the zone of Ferenc Hill and Szemlo 
strike-slip' zone, we also recorded dextral 

lJlnlci1 vie call 'Ferenc 
From the west 

to Ferenc Hill the distribution or rocks 
zone and Ferenc 

to be a push-up structure. vVithin this zone block motions with different 
scale dispiacements were recorded . 

. ltfter this dextral a SInIStral structure could 
have in a NW"'-SE extensional 'rvhich resulted the forma-

faults. The silicification took these 
altered zones and furthermore the thermal vvaters could dissolve 
the cave rooms along these faults. 

In the region of Matyas Hill and Pal-volgy the fractures also suggest a 
multiple phase deformation but the control of bedding planes appears to be 
important, too, meanwhile the major controlling factor is still the dextral 
strike slip. The passages in Pal-volgy cave are arranged in two directions 
in accordance vvith the fault geometry; in the NvV part of the cave they 
are mainly NW-SE-directed, while in the SE part the ENE-SSV/-directed 
passages are dominant. Thus in this region it was also the tectonics, what 
has the major role in the preformation of cave passages. 

We could identify the third deformation phase in several caves and 
outcrops (Apathy Cliffs, Bimb6 ut, Pal-volgy quarry, Szemlo-hegy cave, 
etc.), and especially in the fracture zone of Lukacs fiirdo. 

4.2. Tecionic Phases 

\Nith the structural analysis of R6zsadomb area we clarified the major 
tectonic phases which reflect multiple displacements with the rejuvenation 
of some of the faults. The present structure is mainly characterized by 
strike-slips rather than by faults. The most significant structure is the 
Ferenc Hill dextral strike-slip zone with a very complex built up. In this 
zone both the compressional (push-up) and the extensional (pull-apart) 
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structures are present, furthermore at its eastern part we also recognized 
signs of sinistral displacements. 

The structural elements of the multiphase displacements and espe
cially the pull-apart related tension fractures had an influence on the forma
tion of caves (Fig. 15). It is well documented in three major caves, in Ferenc 
Hill, J6zsef Hill and in Szemlo-hegy caves. The most important bedding 
control can be detected in Pal-volgy and in Matyas-hegy caves (Fig. 15). 
The NNW -SSE directed fault system of Lukacs fiirdo and Molnar J anos 
cave is related to the latest tectonic phase according to its direction, al
though we cannot entirely exclude the rejuvenation of older faults. 

To date the tectonic phases we have to take into account the regional 
structures as well. In the first phase the compressional (FODOR et al., 1991, 
1992) and extensional faults and fractures were formed in the Late Eocene 

The 

!OiITl 

second phase in the Miocene was characterized not 
E~3E~lWN'W-din;d~ed extension but related compression, too. In 

differential uplift resulted the rejuvenation of faults 
margl.n faults, gravitational slides) and the formation of faults in a 

compressional regime (Fig. 16). 

Tria.ssic carbonates three major facies types which 
and heteropic ones: 1) dolomitized plat-

open shallow cherty limestones 
and d()lcm:titized P~;1a,g"1C and redeposited, pl.at;fe,rrn clelTv'ecL 

e:>etensi011al 

a pe:;rJ,o{il<:a.Hy euxinic . lam
The sed

ecml~n)l, i.e. synsedimen-
mlCI'O reverse 

the sediment filled extensional cracks and derived dasts 
of the breccia DU.ei"""'" a basin \vith 

1 There is no knoVllll evidence of younger fvlesozoic sequences since 
the Triassic vvas followed a subaerial erosional In the ge-

record it is documented the karstified surfaces and 
ba'UX1LtlC days. 

Eocene sequence starts 'i"vith a 
coastal to (conglomerate) series (FODOR and 

The following limestone (Szepvolgy Limestone) represents a shal
low subtidal deposit with isolated shoal bars (biodast grainstones/pack
stones) back shoal Coraliinacea aigae sands a.nd slightly deeper I\f ummu
lites-Discocyclina wackestones/fioatstones. In the deeper fades zones mads 
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general dip of the Eocene is 30° SSE 

de)(tral fault 
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Fig. 15. Simplified 3D model of the cave system showing the tectonie and beddiufi; cont.rol 
of cave formation 
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synsedimentary dykes 

P-ig. 17. Summary diagram of Late 'Triassic facies zones and related synsedimentary tec
tonics 

with benthic and pelagic biodasts were formed (Buda Mad). Slumps and 
the redeposited shallower bioclasts (Nummulites) mark the dynamics ofthe 
depositional environment as well as renect the synsedimentary tectonism 
(Fig. 18). 'Nith decreasing carbonate input the Oligocene clays (Tard and 
Kiscell Clay) evolves from the Eocene corresponding to the restriction of 
the depositional environment. The periodic euxinity is well documented by 
the occurrence of organic rich, pyritized clays. From the Miocene onward 
the area was uplifted and only minor sedimentation occurred. In the Plio
Pleistocene the increased thermal activity and water discharge is marked 
by the occurrences of fresh water limestones of spring origin. This was the 
major phase of cave formation dissolution which still continues at present 
in a decelerated way. Pleistocene glaciation is documented by loess and so
linuctional features while post glacial and present terrain formation is re
lated to nuvial (Danube) and neotectonic prucess. 
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Fig. 18. Summary diagram of Late Eocene facies zones, related synsedimentary tectonics 
and early paleokarst 

6, p():r,ostty Evolution. and Ka:rstification. 

P"1Trl~T'V porosity of the Triassic rocks was minor. Combined fracture pat
tern of different tectonic phases created its secondary porosity, which are 
significant permeable pathways. During the early jJhases of karstification 
related to the Triassic-Eocene unconforwity, older fractures were solution
ally enhanced and cavities were dissolved, total porosity of the system in-
creased. Semments of the Late-Eocene and shallow burial di-
agenesis decreased previous of the Tria.ssic carbonates. Frac-
tures and cavities were mainly cemented, infilled, or collapsed. Total pm'os
ity of the Triassic karst system decreased during this phase. 

The primary porosity of Upper Eocene shallow marine carbonates was 
already cemented in an early diagenetic stage (see Fig. 7 al1.d Fig. 10). How
ever~ Late-Eocene syntectonic fractures may have created conduits. Dur
ing Oligocene burial (200-300 m thick clay cover), permeability of Triassic
Eocene carbonates decreased significantly (burial cementation, pressure so
lution related porosity decrease). Meanwhile extensional tectonics during 
the deposition of Kiscell Clay created combined fracture pattern, which 
possibly was an important conduit system for thermal fluids. 

Most important phase of porosity evolution of Triassic-Eocene car
bonates in the area took place in the Plio-Pleistocene. As a result of mix-
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ing of descending cold karst waters and the ascending thermal waters in the 
spring zone caves were formed (MULLER and SARVARY, 1977, KovAcs and 
MULLER, 1980, MULLER, 1989). These solutional processes in the mete
oric, mixing and deep zones resulted significant enlargement of the fractures 
and the development of hydrothermal caves (see Fig. 2). Besides the cave 
morphology the speleothemes also suggest thermal origin (NADOR 1992). 
Botryoids and bunches of g'.fpsum crystals are the nicest examples of that 
origin. Furthermore the cave also shows the signs of 
recent karstic processes, j,vhich is well documented the formation of sta-
lagmites and The cave passages are tectonic controlled 
although in some caves follow the of Eocene carbon-
ates (see T'here can be found a correlation between the caves and 
the different 
karstic dlScha,rF!:e 

From 

Le. ca;;les and base le1lels 

un-

thermal and Plio-Pleistocene low 
had the 

Buda Mountains. 

7.1. Role 
in the 

:role in the formation of cave sy:stE;m of 

E-valllation 

The rocky surroundings of the buildings and technical constructions as a 
rock mass in interaction with these structures may be characterized by 
their petrophysical and soil physical properties. The evaluation of the 
interaction and through it the prediction of the estimable behaviour may 
be connected with the space elements of the surroundings, being aware of 
several material properties and material characteristics. 

In the engineering geological model-based evaluation system· of the 
rocky surroundings the basis is given by the three-phases rock model, in 
which the solid, liquid and gaseous material is continuum-like filling of the 
rock's space. The actuai properties are determined by the actual petro
physical state of the rock (GALos and KERTESZ 1990). 

The underground cavities must be considered as separate space ele
ments, where the behaviour types may be governed by the dynamic inter
action of cavity and surroundings. 
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1.2. PetrophysicaZ Evaluation of the Rock Types 

The changes of phase-relations in a three-phases rock model appear in a 
different manner, because above the hydrostatic pressure in the pore-water 
a structural change may also occur in some rock-forming minerals, mainly 
in clay minerals. The saturated petrophysical state takes place as a result 
of the saturation process. In Fig. 19 the saturation curves of the Buda 
Mad and the SzepvOlgy Limestone show the characteristics of the process. 
The saturation process of marIs can be a very long one, similarly to the 
compact limestones, although there are differences in the porosity system 
and the rock forming minerals. 

WATER ABSORPTION CURVES 

y(t) [V%] 

15+---------+-------~---------+ 

10 +----------+--------~----------+ 

o 
15 

19. \Vater absorption curves of Eocene carbonates 

The rock types of the Buda Mad are e:;:c,optH)n.a11y sensitive to )ivater~ 
shows the sensitivity factor of the uniaxial cc,mpl:eEiSlon 

15 
value. 

and its CO'illlp:re:3S1.ve "trp·nryth falls at 

The porosity of the rock types of ~>r,eiovolQ 
be less high, the test results 
repl:eE;e][lt'lll:g the 1;vater sensitivity 
.rocks of about 5 

decrease to O.7-0~5. 

vvhile evaluating the behaviour of rocks from 

Limestone may 
10 

a 
results m an 

lrr1nnrt~ntfactor 

caves. The deteriorations due to saturation of rock types result a decrease 
of original strength properties and may start local failures in the vicinity. 
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20. "\/ariation 

The rheological behaviour of the rock may be represented 
the rheological The creep executed on a constant stress 
level represent the whole process on our diagram, from the initial 
state (Table 4). 

The basic deformation as well as the rheological constants of the Buda 
Mad rock types are enough high, showing a creep process of long durabil
ity. These rock types are susceptible to an important deformation. This 
phenomenon is related to high clay minerals content. 

1.3. Petrophysical Characterization with Joint Values 

The jointing parameters of the rock types may be seen for each sample 
group from the drilling core evaluation (Table 5). 

In the knowledge of the jointing parameters the classification of the 
rock bodies becomes possible by the Q factor of Barton, as well as by the 
RMR value of Bieniawski. Barton's Q factor divides a parameter being a 
product of the RQD value, the fissure roughness, and the effect of water 
moving in them with the product of parameters characterizing the number 
of fissure groups, the displacement of them and the impact of the weakened 
zones. 

Following the Table 5 the Q values are: Tard Clay 9, (medium blocky, 
stratified), Buda Mad 24 (strong, stratified, disfoliating), Szepvolgy Lime
stone 45, (strong, homogeneous, lightly fractured), rock types of the Ma-
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tyashegy and Kossen Formation 142-125 (strong, massive). The Q value 
represents 4-10 when 'medium', 10-40 when 'good', 40-100 when 'very 
good' and over 100 when 'extremely good' quality for a rock body (IAEG 
1981). 

8. Engineering Geological Evaluation 

As it was shown in the geological description most formations are consid
ered to be as stable ones (Tables 1-5), although the topmost layers are of
ten less favourable in the sense of stability. 

8.1. Groundwater System 

Geological and morphological conditions determined groundwater patterns, 
subsurface water mainly occurs at the eastern, southern and western mar
gins of the area. Continuous groundwater is mainly characteristic at the 
former fluvial plain along the Danube, where sandy sequences with peb
bles store water. On the other areas groundwater occurrence is related to 
the clayey layers of Tard and Kiscell Clays and Buda Mad. There it can 
have a significant sulphate content especially next to the Tard Clay. Those 
areas, where there is no subsurface groundwater are built up of karstified 
rocks, or rocks open fissures, where infiltrating waters feed directly 
the karst water. 

8.2. Geology of the 1:Juzldm.!J 

VVhen we the areas besides the natural conditions, appro-
execution of the presence of utilities , se"vver, 

roads) and their technical condition, their probable brea!Kdow'n 
portant factors to be considered. 

the R6zsadomb area on gentle slopes and in the valleys one- or 
two-storey buildings, their outbuildings, garages and retaining walls have 
their foundations in the near-surface loose, weathered, or redeposited rocks. 
Because of the improper foundations, a lot of retaining walls, enclosures 
and outbuildings cracked and sank. 

Morphological conditions have an important role in the road hazards. 
Freezing hazards of roads related to the decreased stability of the under
lying layers, and the presence of clays. Pleistocene or Oligocene clays or 
weathered parts of the Buda Mad are partly composed of swelling clays. 
Furthermore in most cases the roads are the main drainage lines dur-
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ing rains. Besides the aging of pavements the insufficient compa.ction of 
communal pipelines and the cavity-formation due to seepage can cause 
damages. 

8.3. Slope 

The and the m1orJphol<ogy w.ake su.sc:e'j:>ti.ble several 
to mass movements, after an initi.at;ing ll,nl)a,et, as w<ott,me: or excavation 
occurs. The first 

in the 60'ies from this of 
overvie1:v on mass movements CL lStll,;rCLl artd re!slCincl1 aUi:liYSlS VJere 

the Nl11nlCl!)al vUUll.CE 

BVSZ the 1:::Illda'j:le,;t r~e!~uLai;ion 
slide-hazardous zones 

the basis 
on landslide-ha.zardous areas on the basis speC:ldl ge,ot,ec:hIllC:al s·urvey~ 

This current shOVTed that the preVIOUS deteriorations vvere re-
in several cases, but some nev[ fissures 'liere also observed on retain-

walls and masonries. The overwlleJlming the several years UTl-

prepared deteriorations were still observable and can be related to creep 
processes (see Fig. 22). 

From the beginning of the a shortage in precipitation is 
characteristic, which resulted a relative stability of slopes. Meanwhile with 
an increase of precipitation we can expect the renewing of landslide actr'lltv 

8.4. Cavity Problems 

Several caves have been discovered since the thirties, especially as a result 
of building activities. 

The J6zsef-hegy cave was discovered in 1984 during the constructional 
works of a housing estate, i.e. in the foundation pit. The protection of the 
natural value, and the security of the planned settlement required detailed 
engineering geological investigations (SZENTIRMAI et al, 1986, SZORENYI, 

1986). 
These analyses gave the basis for a temporary building rule (1986), 

dividing the R6zsadomb area into 3 building areas (Fig. 23). 
The greatest part of the caves are found in Szepv61gy Limestone, 

but some of the passages are stretching up to the Bryozoan and Buda 
Mad Formation in several tens of metres (Fig. 24). The cave passages 
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22. Landslide and following creep displaced and fractured concrete seats at 'VasiOS' 
sports ground 

are tectonically preformed and they have a labyrinth-like ground-plan (see 
Fig. 2). 

The Buda Mad, which often forms the cover beds of caves was for
merly considered as a strong, quite impervious rock. As a result of our 
detailed investigations, it was only proved that the air-dry compressive 
strength of the mads is high (Table 3), meanwhile there is remarkable de
crease in strength due to water absorption. An additional fact is that these 
well bedded rocks are very fractured (see Fig. 12). 

Previous investigations analyzed the possibilities of predicting differ
ent cavity failures, and proved, that predictions are only valid for artificial 
openings and not for the natural cavities. A stability survey of the natu
ral cavities must be - similarly to the mass movements - executed by in
dividual investigations. This is the only way to determine the method of 
intervention, the necessity of the lining structures and their position. 

In spite of the disadvantageous conditions the buildings are very rarely 
damaged as a result of cave collapse or cave failure (Fig. 25). 
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Fig. 24. Cross-section of the J6zsef-hegy ca~e 

8.5. The Expected Behaviour of the Built Environment, 
Necessary Interventions 

297 

The expected behaviour of the built environment can be evaluated by a 
common interactive investigation of rocky surroundings and the technical 
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Fig. :J5. Cave pa ":er-nen t near .J c,/.sei·'!l'::8:\· caYe 

constructions. The kno\vledge of geological conditions and their suitable 
utilization requires an action plan in techniques and economics, vlhich in-
cludes two of actiorls since 1986: 

obligatory 
* recomnlended 

Since landslides are still acti-v-e at several sItes it 1S necessary to take ir:to 
after rainy periods, the requirenlents of BVSZ consideration, 

·v;lhich includes the gE;otecI1Il.lcal control of the foundation as 
a prohibition of seepa,ge. 

as 

the proposed actions, the state survey of caves and cavities 
as viTell as the complex evaluation of their position and stability 'Here un
derlined. A basic condition for these viOrks is the knmvledge of geological 
conditions, a detailed investigation of dynamic processes and a system-like 
lllanagement. 

The greatest da.maging agent of natural yalues and surface construc
tiens is related to failures of the water and sewage pipelines. The leaking 
VvTater causes the soaking of the near surface 

At those areas, vJhere the Buda Marl layers ar~ close to surface and 
cov-e!:'ea b:)T volume-variable (expanding) clays, the pipelines IDlJ.st be reg

controlled for their impermeability. A relatively modest infiltration 
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may also be a critical one, because the suffocation a very 
deterioration. 

For the contamination of the caves, besides the sewer le<:L.!:I1:LlS'=', 

seepage of outlet water plays the determining role. As SUP1:,OI"ted 
infiltration tests even tens of metres of Buda Marl do not assure a comlpiE:te 

It is regrettable that in spite of the rel?;Ula-[;lC>llS 
cessJpit.s were still in function In the second half of the 
those are found in the zones of thermal sprlIl_gs 

8.6. Human l11l,pt&CL 

before the historic 
the small qUlal:n<"s, iurn:isrling local 

some w'ere well c'teve1oned about the millenium (1896) "",nT,h,-;nn- stone ma-
terial for the constructions in These qu_arTlE:S 

the natural landscape. The settlIng; down and 
building constructions in the area continued betvieen the two world Vlars. 
In the valleys and on gentle slopes housing estates were built in row of 4-6 
noors, with brick masonry, high roofs and cellars. On the elevated zones of 
R6zsadomb and Pasaret villa-like buildings were built of 1-2 noors, but not 
all of them were provided with cellars. The drinking-water system has been 
completed on the greatest part of R6zsadomb, but the sewer system is still 
incomplete. As a result of this at some places the outlet water can directly 
penetrate into the joint system of the rocks and further down into the cave 
system. It is especially fast when the host rock of the caves is on the surface. 

At the R6zsadomb and the Pasaret territory in the second half of 
the sixties an intensive settling down started, which is characterized by 
few storey buildings despite the opposing regulations of BVSZ. According 
to this regulation a maximum of 15 % building-in is possible, with free 
standing town houses. 

The built-in versus natural area of R6zsadomb (about 10 km2) can 
be calculated from the digital evaluation of aerial photographs: 

1972 
1992 

green 
83% 
80 % 

built in 
16% 
19% 

road pavement 
1% 
1% 

The built-in percentage seems to be medium because the villas have 
gardens, but these data prove, that the permitted rate was exceeded. The 
changes can have drastic effects at several places, from environmental pro
tectional point of view. 
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This territory is very important for the metropolis, since several nat
ural 'treasures' are found here. Some of them are in the interest of national 
and international tourism. 

Conclusions and Discussions 

1. Late Triassic carbonates represent three major fades zones In~:lu.(Hng 
laminated euxinic carbonates of an extensional basin origin (synsedi
mentary faults and sediment filled dykes), 

2. Eocene carbonates, the host rocks of caves, were deposited in a 
ening sequence and reflect a r1v'n~:miic: 7',0>".",.,.,,,, character-
ized shallow subtidal carbonate 
careous turbidites. 

3. Oligocene clays covered the carbonates providing a rel[ativ,;ly HYlnpT'

meable seal for upward migrating fluids. 
4. Tectonic zones are preferential pathways of thermal and 

descending cold waters and had a leading role in preformation of the 
extended (25 km) Plio-Pleistocene cave system. 

5. Three major tectonic phases lead to the formation of fracture and 
joint systems: Late Eocene - Early Miocene compressional, Miocene 
extensional and Quaternary Recent erlensional one. 

6. 'Ferenc-hegy' dextral strike-slip zone is the most significant mega
structure of R6zsadomb area. 

7. Petrophysical tests and joint pattern analyses showed that the Eocene 
marl cannot be considered as an aquiclude and as a geological barrier 
for contaminated waters especially because it also contains cave pas
sages. 

8. The petrophysical properties of rock masses are primarily controlled 
by joint pattern and frequency. Consequently the solid and compact 
limestones and mads in tectonic zones and near to the surface show a 
significant decrease in durability and an increased deformation. Sim
ilar trends were recognized in rheological properties. 

9. The weathered and creeping near surface zones of Eocene mads and 
Oligocene clays can cause damages in built environment especially in 
case of shallow foundations. 

10. The arid periods lead to a temporal decrease in landslide activity, 
which can be dramatically changed in rainy seasons. Lacking of risk 
reducing measurements it is necessary to follow the strict building 
regulations. 

11. The cave system has not been entirely explored therefore it would 
be required to test the region with geophysical methods and further 
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Meanwhile it is essential to extend the protection zones of 
thermal springs and caves since the sewer system is far not 
on the area. 
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